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GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise is an all-in-one solution for data transfer and backup, offering an almost limitless number
of features. It enables you to send and sync files, folders, and URLs to multiple locations, as well as copying and moving
items from one place to another, usually without your intervention. Being able to transfer or backup files, folders, or
websites has never been easier, and GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise does not let you down on this front either, as the
software comes equipped with several helpful features. The most useful thing, though, is that it can complete all these
operations in a matter of seconds, making it a feature-packed utility that deserves consideration, even for advanced
users. You can transfer files or folders to multiple destinations or sync their structure over the Internet. This is made
possible by the application's robust FTP protocol client that allows you to set up jobs, as well as start and stop them at
any time, leaving you with minimal supervision. Once a job is set up, you can choose a number of options, and you will
be able to configure things such as the location, the folder structure, and the time for each transfer or synchronization. It
is also possible to redirect files or folders to specific folders or specific locations. Once a job is complete, it can be
monitored from time to time, and you will be notified via email or a notification panel if anything goes wrong.
Moreover, if you need to cancel or pause a job for any reason, you will be able to do so. GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise
works across a number of operating systems, including Windows, Mac OS, and Linux. You can synchronize files and
folders directly from a USB drive, a CD, or a removable hard drive, and you will also be able to remotely access all the
transferred data from the network. The software is also capable of encrypting all your files and folders, as well as
backing them up across the network, using AES 256-bit encryption. The program offers a comprehensive FAQ section,
and you will be able to find the answers to most common questions there. The program comes with a dedicated
troubleshooting tool that will help you in case of problems, and you can download or buy other useful utilities as well.
GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise Key Features: ✓ Data transfer and mirroring You will be able to easily move files or
folders from one place to another, usually without any intervention. For instance, you can transfer data across the
network, sync folders,

GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise Activation Key Free Download

Powerful, yet easy-to-use data backup and transfer software for Mac and Windows. Features a wizard for user-friendly
job creation. Supports solid encryption and real-time file synchronization. Import & export XML data files. Support for
FTP, HTTP, SMB, GPRS/UMTS, and Teredo. Support for DMG. Support for file locking, multiple file and folder
encryption (AES 128/256), password protection, snapshot, and malware scanning. Drag and drop support for remote
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FTP and HTTP file copying. Wizard for job creation. Wizard for user-friendly job creation. Job queue management,
resume, and automatic restart. View statistics for each job. Backup file to cloud FTP, HTTP, and FTPS servers. Backup
file to FTP, HTTP, and FTPS servers. Backup file to FTP, HTTP, and FTPS servers. Backup file to FTP, HTTP, and
FTPS servers. Backup file to FTP, HTTP, and FTPS servers. Preview automatic backups. Preview automatic backups.
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GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise is a powerful and versatile data transfer and synchronization tool that can copy data from
one location to another, as well as mirror or synchronize folders. Fully featured file transfer tool GS RichCopy 360
Enterprise enables you to transfer all files, empty directories and empty sub-directories from a source folder to another
folder, including the help of encrypted data transfers. You can also optionally backup or replicate folders locally or
remotely. Bit by bit file transfer In addition to the standard file transfer that uses the complete file, you can also perform
operations that involve only the changes in the files. These include coping only modified or new files, creating an
identical folder structure and performing a copy or mirror job that only saves files that are different between the source
and the destination. Secure encryption GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise supports AES 128-bit and AES 256-bit encryption,
making it possible to protect the transferred data and decrease the transfer time. Real-time file synchronization When
transferring or synchronizing files over the web, you can reduce the transfer time to only send the changes in the files.
This is a process called byte-replication and is implemented with the help of the Byte replicator. This feature can help
save space when transferring files over the internet, as it compresses the existing file on the server first. When using it,
the program opens a window so you can start the job immediately after the transfer is finished. It creates a complete
folder structure in the destination and is capable of copying or synchronizing all types of files from the source to the
destination. Creates a local or remote folder structure GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise can create two different folder
structures in the destination while copying or synchronizing folders. The program copies all files or only modified or
new items, and it can also perform a mirror or synchronize job that ensures that the files on the destination are exact
copies of the source. Package: GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise stands out with its cutting-edge, powerful transfer features,
and that makes it a worthwhile utility for a variety of advanced user operations. Package Name: GS RichCopy 360
Enterprise Feature: GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise is a feature-packed software solution that enables you to set up jobs
for backing up folders, mirroring their contents or synchronizing files, both locally or over the Internet. What's New:
·Added support for transferring even empty folders. ·Added support for local and remote file synchronization, and
support for

What's New in the GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise?

Are you looking for a solution that can help you to transfer data from one location to another? If that is the case, you’ve
come to the right place. The GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise is a powerful file transfer utility that can be used to transfer
or synchronize any type of files from one location to another. By employing batch processing and secure file transfer
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technology, you can transfer or synchronize multiple files quickly and efficiently. Moreover, you can also create jobs
manually or employ the wizard mode to simplify the process. The program can be used to transfer or synchronize files
between any type of computers, including Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and UNIX-based systems, and even a remote
FTP server. The program runs on most versions of the Windows and Mac OS X operating systems, and it can be
installed to any hard drive with a Windows-based system. GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise is ideal for large-scale
operations and enterprises. The program can safely transfer data from a large number of folders, and you can select only
the specific data you need to move. File synchronization The Transfer Wizard, which is one of the advanced features
offered by the program, can help you to automate data transfer. You can easily synchronize folders that contain two or
more copies of the same files, and you can also synchronize multiple folders with identical file structures. Creating a
new batch job or manually picking individual files is also possible with the wizard. In addition, you can use the
Synchronize Files function to select specific files without affecting the entire folder, and you can view the history of
synchronized files. File mirroring and data transfer GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise is capable of backing up data while
transferring it, and you can pick specific folders to be backed up and transferred. You can also synchronize individual
files with a remote FTP server to save time on data transfers. The data transfer solution uses optimized transfer
technology and it can stream files so you can transfer them with just a single click without transferring the entire file,
which can save a great amount of time. You can also pick the transfer protocol (FTP, FTPS, Secure FTP, SFTP, CIFS,
SMB, and NFS) and specify the maximum transfer speed to ensure a seamless data transfer. File protection The File
Protection feature can prevent your data from being corrupted while it is being transferred between computers and
drives. The protection can be set up manually or automatically to prevent changes to the transferred files, and it
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System Requirements For GS RichCopy 360 Enterprise:

Supported OS: Windows 10 (64-bit operating system only) Mac OS X 10.6.8 or later Linux 64-bit operating system
(32-bit operating systems are not supported) Minimum Recommended Graphics: Requires 128 MB video RAM. CPU:
AMD Athlon, Duron, Sempron, or Pentium III. Operating System: Windows 10 (64-bit operating system only)
Windows: AMD 64 or Intel Core 2 Duo or higher Mac OS X: Intel Core 2 Duo or higher
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